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12.1 INTRODUCTION
When you studied polarised light you first made many interesting observations usinglinearly
polarised light ohly. You found such light could be represented as a time- varyingvector. This
vectorpointed in ille directionoSplarisation, and was perpendicular to the directionin which
the l i d t traveled.
Now weask the question, "How can twosuchbeams becombined?". Whatare the rules ? What,
are the limitations ? The answers come from the subject of interference of polarised light.

Optics

*

amonstrate the properties of doubly - refracting plates, in regard to polarised light
velocities.

*

-

Demonstrate some white light effects of interference of polarised light, and correctly
explain them according to interference principles.

*

Demonstrate quarter-wave-plate and half-wave-plate interference, using birefringent
plates, polarisers and a spectrograph.

12.2 APPARATUS

-

2 nos. Pblaroid eye-yieces
2 nos holder; with &duated angle scale.
1 nos slotted connector tube
4 nos sample holders, to fit into connector tube,
1 no student spectrograph with prism.
1 no red-plastic filtet.
1 roll- 'CELLOTAPE'
1 no - white-light source, tube light or 60 w bulb.
1 no +10 c m focal-length lens, and lens-bolder

-

12.3 STUDY MATERIGL
GENERAL FEATURESOFDOUBLE REFRACTION
The optical effectsknown as ':interference ofpolarised light" are the result of a special property
of some materiak. This property is called "birefringence" or "double refraction". This is just
a technical word which means that' light in such materials travels at different velocities,
depending on the follwing.

1. The direction of travel and

'

2. The direction of polad'ssgtion of the light.
What is the relation between thevelocity of light and the index of refraction?
v is given by c/n, where c=velocity in free space, n is index of refraction.

actual velocity

Since there are two dire2tions of polarisation, and each has a separate velocity (or refractive
index), the property is called birefringence, and depends on the direction of travel.
Lots of materials have this property. Some are crystals, Calcite and tourmaline are two
examples. But several transparent plastics have the property also, specially when they are
stretched orsqueezed. Plastics are easy to get, so we will use them in the experiments to be
done later.

'nere_ar&a1c),1 of complicated observations possible with these effects, and their explanation
is often confus'ing. We will use oneparticu1arlysin)filesituation.It will be very direct toanalyse
and e;plain. It also has some very important technical applications.

/

A fact about birefringence.
\

In almost all doubly-refracting materials there is just one direction along which light waves
having either direction of polarisatioKtravel at the same velocity (have the same index of
refraction).
This direction is called the optic axis. Please note this "axis"is not a single line, but a direction
in the material. A linearly polarised beam of light travelling in the material c a &
~ consjdered
as two beams, in phase.
We are going to make an important simplifying assumption, which will agree with the
conditions we will encounter in the experiinent.
Assume that the optic axis of the doubly-refracting materisl Lies in the plane of the surface
of the material.

T h y the two beams conskt of one whosedirecti~nof~olatisa
tion ispe&ndicularto theoptic
ax&, and called the Ohray, and another whose plane of polarisation is parallel to the optic
axis, pnd called the E-ray. These two letters come from the words "Ordinary" and "Extraordinary", which are the traditional names of the two beams or rays.
~o~ethe!they combine to form the original beam.
Sometimes this idea is described by sayingFe
followi~ig,for thk special case assumed.
A beam of linearly polarised light is resolved into two components, one polarised parallel
to the optic axis (E-component), and one polarised perpendicular to the optic axis (Ocompo nenl).

'

,

The two ways of looking at this idea give the same result.
How do tbe G o waves travel in a doubly-refracting material?
Well, one component, with a plane of polarisation perpendicular to the optics axis, is found
to travel at the same speed in all directions (0-component). This is shownin the Fig.12.1, by
"Huygens construction".

Just imagine a brief spark of light at the point C sends light in all directions. After a time it will
reach the points on a wave-surface. Since the velocity is the same .PN in all directions, this
wave is called the ordinary wave,
surface will be a sphere (a circle in tbe Fig.12.1.)
or 0-wave, or 0-wave surface.
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arrrcrent velcxltles ~ndllterenld~rectrons.Tbesanle, alongthc optic axis, and greaterl'orother,
directions (this is called 'negative birefringence:, because the E-co~llponentindexof refraction
' is l e s s than the O-cortponcnt). The Huygens construction is showrr in the Fig.12.2.

optic Axis

The constructiongivesa Fig.12.2 as shown,and the new wave iscalled the extraordinary wave,
or E-wave.

OUR SPECIAL CASE
There are lots of geometric situations possible, some of which lead to very complex ideas.
Luckily there is one verysimp1esetupwhich explains a lot. It is also very important practically.
We will stick almost entirely to this situation. Here it is.
The doubly-refracting material is a sheet (layer) of thickness d.
The optic axis is parallel to the layer surface.

The beam of linearly polarised light is incident perpendicular to the surface.
With these restrictions inmind we can draw a Fig. 12.3 showing rays of light inside a negative
birefringent material.

Fig.12.3
Notice a few simple aspects of the Figure 12.3.

1.

me h i d e n t beam is not deflected by refraction. That means all the light goes stnight
through the sheet.

2.

Some of the light (0- ray) travels at a relatively slow velocity Vo =c/no , where nois
called the ordinary index of refraction. This ray goes straight through the crystal, and
is called the slow r a y , or 0 ray.

-

3.

Some of the light (E-ray ) travelsata relatively fast velocity V, =c/n, .Where n,is called
the extraordinary index of refraction. This ray goes straight through the crystal also,
but is called the E - ray, or fast ray.

-

-

The 0 ray and E ray were in phase when they were incident, but one emerges before the
other in time. Hence a phase difference has been created.
QUANTITATIVE PHASE SHIFTS

How much? Here is one way to calculate. Please follow the argument, as well as the algebra!
1.

How much lime corresponds to one full oscillation of the light?

Well, h*v = V, where h = wavelength of the light
v = frequency of the light
vibration.
V= velocity of the light. This has the special syinbol c for light traveling in frec space.
So, timc for one oscillation is inverse of the frequency, hence:
P = time for one oscillation = llv = NV

I

2.
,

I

How much phase is this? (Remember your wave-studies)

Ans: The ihase for 1 oscillation is 2 * x radians.
3.

What is the time differei~cebetween 0 and E rays?

dT = time-difference = (time for O-ray to go through the layer of thickness d)
MINUS
(time for the E-ray to go the same distance).

1

So the result is that the time-difference is:

Now remember from the definition of index of refraction:
no = clVo and n, = c/V,
Hence:

T = d(no - n,)lc

4. T o find what phase this corresponds to, use the rule of proportions.
Time for 1 oscillation /Time between 0 and E rays = 2 * x/y
where y is the phase change we want to know, in radians.

-

So, by algebra: y = 2 * n * d * (no n,) / h
What is the meaning of the equation just derived?
The 0 and E rays travel through a birefringent material perpendicular to the optic axis for a
distance d and get a phase difference of 2 * n: *d * (no nJh.

-
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But this is by no means tbe end of the possibilities, when linearly-polarisedlight is incident on
thematerial asabove,onepartactsasanO-ray andonepart actsas anE-ray.TheFig.12.4shows
tbc situation.

1

-
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0 component = A sin
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Viewed looking
dc *U m the sheet

-

Fig.12.4

A linearly-polarised wave of amplitude A is incident perpendicularly to a material witboptic
axis in the plane of the surface, and with the plane of the polarisation at the angle to the
optic axis. This divides into two parts as follows.

+

1. A coxqmnentE=A * cos with plane of polarisation parallel to optic axis and moving with
velocity V,.

'

2. AcornponentO=A * sin+with planeofpolarisation perpendicularto opticaxis and moving
with velocity Vo.

Thesetwo components move throughthematerial andcan be observed as they leave the crystal.

Whcn the two components leave, they recombine. This Is interference ! If the phasedifference is 2 + ~ror 4 * a etc., then the emerging wave is unchanged. Or, if it is x Qr 3 * n
then the emerging wave is plane-polarised also, but in another direction !
As an example, suppose the original plane of polarisation is at angle 0 to the optic axis, and
the phase-diff&ence y is n,or 3 * n, etc., what is the angle of the emerging plane?
Qe diagrams below show both the incident and

I

the emerging situation.
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,Here the vector describing the emergent light has a head which moves on a line B-B'.

'

,Well, as an aside, how does the head of the vector move if the phase-change is not one of the
special cases above?

,

-

The answer is: the head moves on an elliptical path, and the light is called "elliptically
polarised".
Of course you know that a special case of an ellipse isa circle. If two conditions are satisfied:

'

+

4 = 3~ / 4, SO that sin = cos+
and
phase-difference = y = x / 2 or 3 * R / 2 , etc.

i then the ellipse will be a circle, and the light emerging will be "circularly polarised",
Your experiment is going to investigate the effects above, by putting a birefnngent plate
betweenan analyser,crossed witha lar riser, Solet us find outwhatwecan expect tosee.There
are many possible
depending on circumstances!
me 1: Monochromatic light
Polaroids crossed.
Birefringent sheet of thickness d.
Indexes of refraction no and n,,
Optic axis at an angle 4 to polariser axis.

~
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Fig.12.7
,
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QUESTION.What are the qmplitudes of the two components in the analyser direction7 (refer
to the previous Figure 12!6)

+

ANS: Each has the value A sin cos 4
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You will see the two conlponents have thesameamplitude. These are the conlponents thalwi]]
come out of the analyser, but they will have a phase difference which deterniines what wesee
through the analyser of Fig.12.7.

The table below shows some qossibilities.

,

,--5

Situation

Yhase Difference

The components are out
of phase, and destru'ctively
interfere.
The components are in-phase
so add for biggest value.

2*n,or
4*n,etc.
X, or

3*n, etc.
Other phase
differences

'

The components are partly
in phase, so add for lesser
value.

\

What we see through:
Anal yser
No light

Maximum
intensity
Intensity
between
zero and
brightest.

We will test this prediction in the experiment.

Case 2: White Light
Polaroids crossed,
Other conditions same as Case 12.

Now to predict the result for thiscaw we have to calculate the quantitative effect of phasedifference on the transmitted intensity.
This just means starting in the .right place, doing a lot of trigonometry, and getting a compact
and useful answer.

-

To start, you have to begin with two vectors each of size E=A * sin+ * cos+ but with a phase
difference of (y + n),.since when is zero the two are oppositely directed, from the Fig.12.6.
So, the transmitted intensity is the square of the sum of the two vectors.
This is the start mentioned above.
The final result of the mathematics is the following expression.
A, = intensity coming out of the analyser

= 4EZ* sin2+*cos%*sin2Q,(y/2)
Where I$ = angle of polariser w.r.t. optic axis.
y =phase difference between emerging 0 and E.mys.
= (2*n*d) ,*(no-nJA

This is a very useful expression to use in predicting the result of several experiments.
CASE 3: Like Case 2, but h is allowed to vary. This means the white light is spread out by a

s+ trometer.

7

Probably, if d is inore than a few wavelengths, there will be some value of h, for which y 0,
om, etc. For these values, no light emerges from the analyser. That means the light from
the birefringent plate is lillearly polarisqd, with plane perpendicular to the analyser plane.
I

Similarly there will be values of A for which y = ~ 1 2or, 3 * ~ / 2et.
, For these values maximum
light emerges from the analyser. The light fromthe birefringent layer is linearly polarised, with
,
plane parallel to the analyser plane.
In-between the light will be elliptically polarised as it emerges fromthe birefringent layer, The
result is as suggested in Fig.12.9.

."

-1

This in turn should give rise to an ink&ity as shown in Fig.12.10.

+-

-

Fig.12.10

CASE 4:

White-light
Thin birefringent film
(Only one dark band)

m

,

band
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Then, through the analyser all colours will come except the blocked colour! The light will
appear colou~ed,by the absence of a certain colour. These effects are very beautiful. In the
experiment you will see several examples of this idea.
Suppose the analyser plane is now turned 900, to be parallel to the plane of the the polariser.

This will change the situation a lot.
Try yourself to sketch here the intensityversus wavelength curve to expect, and what coiour
may be expected. You can check in the experiment, about your own expectations.

P ~ ' TYOUR SKETCH HERE

Om LAST REMARK
For the case of monochromatic light, with polarised light incident 45" on a birefringent plate
with optic axis in the surface, there is a thickness for which the emergent light is just rotated
by 90".You have seen this described above, for positions where y = JC. Such plates retard tbe
O beam by a half-wave-length, and are called half-wave-length plates. There are also plates
called quarter-wave plates.

;

I

What is the polarisation for light coming out of a quarter-wave plate?
It i ~ \ ~ [ r c u l a rpolarised.
l~
' \

REFEIUI&E:
Je&ns and White Fundamentats of Optics
McGraw-Hill (any edition) Chapter on "Interference of Polarised Light".

1 2 4 PRECAUTIONS: *
Care with the optical parts is as usual: treat them gently, .
and keep them clean!
I

Insetting up the spectrograph, makesure the light is travellingstraight through the apparatus.
The easiest way to assure this is to place youreye at eachplace possible, looking backtoward
the source.

12.5 EXPERIMENTS
I

f

,
.

--

Throughout, the birefringent material to be used is ordj& 'cellotape'. During manufacture
the process gives a birefringent plastic with optic axis in the plane of the tape, and in tbe long
direction of the tape. You will be using this material in several ways. The 'sticky' material has
no polarising properties ! Only the plastic tape-itself has the properties.
,ii

ib

12.5.1 CASE 1

,j ,
k,
:i
r

:I

'

Assemble a 'polarimeter' from the parts.Two Polamids and scales should be fixed,oneoneach
end of the tube for holding tbe samples and the filter.

;1
r

j ,
;6

-
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Make sure the red filter is in place.

'

Prepan: 4 glass slides, with 1,2,3,4 parallel-placed layers oTcellotape stuck on, respectively.
start with polariser set at 00, and analyser "crossed" with it, so no light emerges.
Place the sample with one layer in the connector tube, look at a light source, and record what
yousee, in terms of bri-gb~fiess.Then set the polariser at 4S0,cross analyser, insert sample and
again record brightness.
Proceed this way for 900,13S0,1800 settings of the polariser.
Fill in the Table with your results, for all four samples.
TABLE

Polariser

Angle

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

Sample 5

0

45

90
135
180

Now make a sample with two parallel layers and a third layer stuck on cross-ways
(perpendicular).
Repeat the observations with this sample (Sample 5).

Does it behave like any of the other samples?

Can you give any explanation?

12.5.2

CASE 2
4
'

Use thc sorrre arrangement and samples as Experiment 1 except remove the red filter. Now,
crossed Polariser + Analyser may not give complete dark, but some dim colour. Record this.
-.

Now, repeat the observations of 12.5.1 but record for each sample and angle some estimate
of the colours seen. Note any colour-similiaritiesor colour-complements especially.

TABLE1
(CROSSED POLAROIDS)
Polariser

Angle

Sample 2

Sample 1

0

Sample 3

Sample 4

Sample 5

\

45
,

.

90
.

.

13s
180

Again, compare Sample 5 results with other samples.
Rotate the h l y s e r until it is parallel to the Polariser and again note colours observed.

TABLE 2
(PARALLEL POLAROIDS)
Polariser

Angle . sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

Sample 5

/

0

I

45

90

135

180
I

I

Please note any ways in which the "crossed" table and the"paralle1" table have similarities.

p ,
b

12.5.3 CASE 3

E;

zi ',
Y

In this experiment you just set up a prism spectrograph instead DIyour ey*. The ~rmngement
is as shown.
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Fig.12.11
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Again insert the 5 samples one-by one and sketch the spectrum observed, f o r the two
polarisations suggested, especially to note black regions, for crossed polariser and analyser.
Sample

i,polrriser set at O0

VIOLET

BLUE

GREEN

YELLOW

RED

GREEN

YELLOW

RED

-

-

-

Sample 2, polariser set at 00

VIOLET

BLUE

.

Sample 3, polariser set at 00

VIOLET

BLUE

GREEN

YELLOW .

RED

GREEN

YELLOW

RED

GREEN

YELLOW

RED

Sample 4, polariser set a t 00

VIOLET

BLUE

Sample 5, polariser set at 00

\

BLUE

VIOLET

Sample 1, polariser set at 45'

-.

-

VIOLET

BLUE

GREEN

YELLOW

RED

Sample 2, polariser set at 459

r
VIOLET

I

BLUE

GREEN

YELLOW

RED

Sample 3, polariser set at 459
I

VIOLET

BLUE

GREEN

YELLOW

RED

Sample 4, polariser set at 45"
I

VIOLET

BLUE

GREEN

YELLOW

\

.

RED

Sample 5, polariser set at 45"

1
VIOLET

J

I

BLUE

GREEN

h,

YELLOW

-\.

,

1
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After you have conlpleted this, please try to point out at least a few exanlples where the
thickness-variations or/and the wavelength variation agree with what is expected in the Study
Material.

Anycases you find which contradict the expectations of the study material?

12.6 CONCLUSIONS
experiment, especially if your
Write in your own words what you have found in this
observations agree with the expectations of the Study Material.

,

